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Measurement of the β-asymmetry parameter of 67Cu in search for tensor-type
currents in the weak interaction
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Background: Precision measurements at low energy search for physics beyond the standard model in a way
complementary to searches for new particles at colliders. In the weak sector the most general β-decay Hamiltonian
contains, besides vector and axial-vector terms, also scalar, tensor, and pseudoscalar terms. Current limits
on the scalar and tensor coupling constants from neutron and nuclear β decay are on the level of several
percent.
Purpose: Extracting new information on tensor coupling constants by measuring the β-asymmetry parameter in
the pure Gamow-Teller decay of 67Cu, thereby testing the V-A structure of the weak interaction.
Method: An iron sample foil into which the radioactive nuclei were implanted was cooled down to mK
temperatures in a 3He-4He dilution refrigerator. An external magnetic field of 0.1 T, in combination with
the internal hyperfine magnetic field, oriented the nuclei. The anisotropic β radiation was observed with planar
high-purity germanium detectors operating at a temperature of about 10 K. An on-line measurement of the β

asymmetry of 68Cu was performed as well for normalization purposes. Systematic effects were investigated using
GEANT4 simulations.
Results: The experimental value, Ã = 0.587(14), is in agreement with the standard model value of 0.5991(2)
and is interpreted in terms of physics beyond the standard model. The limits obtained on possible tensor-type
charged currents in the weak interaction Hamiltonian are −0.045 < (CT + C ′

T )/CA < 0.159 (90% C.L.).
Conclusions: The obtained limits are comparable to limits from other correlation measurements in nuclear β

decay and contribute to further constraining tensor coupling constants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In their original paper Lee and Yang [1] formulated the
most general β-decay Hamiltonian supposing only Lorentz
invariance. Apart from the vector and axial-vector weak
interaction components observed in nature, it also contains
scalar, tensor, and pseudoscalar terms. The latter does not
contribute to experimental observables in nuclear β decay
or neutron decay at the present level of precision as the
pseudoscalar hadronic current vanishes in the nonrelativistic
treatment of nucleons. While scalar and tensor terms are
components that can, in principle, occur, experimental limits
from nuclear β decay and neutron decay restrict their potential
contribution to 7% and 8%, respectively (95.5% C.L.) [2] (see
also Ref. [3]). Many recent experimental efforts try to improve
the sensitivity to these nonstandard-model weak currents in
searches for differences of experimental observables from their
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standard-model predictions in both neutron decay [4–10] and
nuclear β decay [2,11–18].

Measurements of the angular distribution of β particles
emitted in the decay of polarized nuclei are potentially very
sensitive to deviations from the standard model [15,16]. The
angular distribution is given by [19]

W (θ ) ∝
[

1 + b
m

Ee

+ p
Ee

· AJ
]

, (1)

with Ee and p the total energy and momentum of the β particle,
m the mass of the electron, J the nuclear vector polarization,
and b the Fierz interference term. The actual quantity that is
determined experimentally is not A but

Ã = A

1 + 〈b′〉 , (2)

with b′ ≡ (m/Ee)b and where 〈 〉 stands for the weighted
average over the observed part of the β spectrum.

For an allowed pure Gamow-Teller (GT) β transition
this can be written as (assuming maximum parity violation
and time-reversal invariance for the axial-vector part of the
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with CT , C ′
T , and CA the coupling constants of the tensor

and axial-vector parts of the weak interaction and with primed
(unprimed) coupling constants for the parity-conserving (vio-
lating) parts of the interactions, respectively. Further, the upper
(lower) sign refers to β−(β+) decay, and γ = [1 − (αZ)2]1/2

with α the fine structure constant and Z the atomic number
of the daughter isotope. The standard-model value of the
asymmetry parameter for pure GT transitions is ASM = −1
for J → J − 1, ASM = −1/(J + 1) for J → J , and ASM =
J/(J + 1) for J → J + 1 transitions. As existing limits on
the possible time-reversal violating tensor coupling constants
are already at the 1% level [20], the results of this paper are
interpreted assuming time-reversal invariance. Equation (3)
can be further simplified by neglecting all second-order terms
such as |CT |2/|CA|2 because they are known to be sufficiently
small [2]. One then obtains for the first-order approximation

Ã
β∓
GT � ASM

1 ± γm

Ee

CT +C ′
T

CA

≡ ASMT . (4)

Any departure in the measured value of Ã from the standard-
model value ASM is then sensitive to the tensor couplings
(CT + C ′

T ). Further, with the factor γ being of order unity, the
sensitivity to these tensor couplings is inversely proportional
to the β energy and therefore is enhanced for low end-point
energy β transitions.

As precisions of the order of 1% or better can be obtained for
the β-asymmetry parameter Ã, higher-order corrections to the
value predicted by the standard model become significant (see,
e.g., Ref. [16]). These recoil corrections, induced by the strong
interaction between the quarks, and radiative corrections are
discussed in Sec. VII.

The sensitivity of the low-temperature nuclear orientation
(LTNO) method [21] for this type of measurement has been
demonstrated recently in experiments with 60Co [16] and 114In
[15], which constitute the most precise measurements of this
type in nuclear β decay to date (see also Ref. [22] for earlier
work). Here we present the results of an experiment using the
same method for the pure GT β− decay of 67Cu. The isotope
68Cu with a much higher β-end-point energy, and therefore
a much smaller sensitivity to tensor-type weak currents, was
used for normalization purposes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. The isotopes 67Cu and 68Cu

The isotope 67Cu has a spin-parity Iπ = 3/2− and a
magnetic moment μ = +2.5142(6) μN [23], with a half-life
of 61.83(12) h and a β-end-point energy of 561.7 keV
(log f t = 6.3) [24]. It decays via a pure GT transition to
the ground state of 67Zn. A simplified decay scheme is shown

FIG. 1. Simplified decay scheme of 67Cu and 67Ga. For 67Cu the
β intensities and end-point energies (E0) are shown, while for 67Ga
the EC transition intensities are indicated. The accompanying γ rays
in 67Zn are also shown.

in Fig. 1. The isotope 68Cu has a spin-parity Iπ = 1+ and a
magnetic moment μ = 2.3933(6) μN [23], with a half-life of
31.1(15) s and a β-end-point energy of 4.440 MeV [25]. It
decays via a pure GT transition to the ground state of 68Zn. A
simplified decay scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

B. Sample preparation

Both isotopes were produced at ISOLDE (CERN) with a
1.4-GeV proton beam from the Proton Synchrotron Booster
bombarding a UCx /graphite target [26] connected to Reso-
nance Ionization Laser Ion Source (RILIS) [27,28], which
provided the required element selectivity. After ionization and
acceleration to 60 keV, the ion beams were mass separated
by the General Purpose Separator, transported through the
beam distribution system, and implanted into a polished
and annealed 99.99% pure Fe foil (size 13.1 × 15.5 mm,
original thickness 250 μm) soldered onto the cold finger
of the Nuclear Implantation into Cold On-Line Equipment
(NICOLE) 3He−4He dilution refrigerator [29,30]. The foil
had been polished with diamond-based paste with grain sizes
of 3 and 1 μm. It is estimated that this procedure reduced the
thickness of the foil to 90 ± 20 μm. The average implantation
depth of 67,68Cu ions with an energy of 60 keV in this foil

FIG. 2. Simplified decay scheme of 68Cu and 68Ga with β branch
intensities, β-end-point energies (E0), and accompanying γ rays
being shown. For clarity, two weak branches in the decay of 68Cu
(with total intensity of 5%) decaying to levels in 68Zn between the
two higher-lying ones, as well as other, low-end-point branches, are
not shown.
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FIG. 3. Schematic view of the NICOLE LTNO setup, located at
ISOLDE, CERN. The sample foil is soldered to the sample holder,
which is in direct thermal contact with the dilution unit. The incoming
radioactive beam from ISOLDE is perpendicular to the sample foil.
The right (left) particle detector is directly facing the sample foil
containing the implanted nuclei at an angle of 15◦ (165◦).

was calculated to be approximately 20 nm. The corresponding
energy loss for β particles leaving the foil is on the order of
100 eV, which is negligible in comparison to the β-end-point
energies of the isotopes studied here. Prior to the experiment
the foil was magnetized to saturation in a 0.5-T horizontal
external magnetic field generated by a superconducting split-
coil magnet. During the experiment this field was reduced
to Bapp = 0.100(2) T so as to minimize its influence on
the trajectories of the β particles while still maintaining the
magnetization of the foil.

C. Detection setup

The angular distribution of the electrons emitted during the
β− decay of 67Cu and 68Cu was observed with two planar
high-purity Ge (HPGe) particle detectors with a sensitive
diameter of 16 mm and a thickness of 4 mm produced in
the Nuclear Physics Institute in Řež, Prague [31–33]. Their
thickness was selected to fully stop the high-end-point energy
β electrons from 68Cu. They were installed at a distance
of 37.7 mm from the sample, inside the 4 K radiation
shield of the refrigerator (see Fig. 3 for details). The actual
operating temperature of the detectors was approximately
10 K. The fact that they were looking directly at the radioactive
source assured good counting rates and at the same time
avoided effects of scattering or absorption (or energy loss) of
the β particles in the material between the detector and the
radioactive source. To also minimize effects of scattering in the
Fe foil itself the detectors were mounted to view the foil surface
(which was parallel to the magnetic field and perpendicular
to the incoming beam direction) under an angle of 15 ◦,
corresponding to detection angles of 15◦ (right detector) and
165◦ (left detector) with respect to the orienting magnetic

field. Thin isolated copper wires (∼13 cm long) connected the
detectors to the preamplifiers outside the refrigerator, resulting
in an energy resolution of ∼3 keV. Thin wires were used to
minimize the heat load from room-temperature components to
the low-temperature parts.

Apart from these particle detectors, large-volume HPGe
detectors for detection of γ rays were installed outside the
refrigerator at 0◦ and 180◦ with respect to the orientation
axis (magnetic field axis). The energy resolution of these was
∼3 keV for the 1332 keV γ line of 60Co.

All data were corrected for the dead time of the data
acquisition system using a precision pulse generator. The
energy calibration of all detectors was performed with the
136.5- and 692.4-keV γ lines of 57Co and the 184.6 keV γ line
of 67Cu. During the on-line measurement of 68Cu additional
calibration was performed with the 1077.7-keV γ line of 68Cu
and the 511-keV positron annihilation line from the β+ decay
of 68Ga.

D. Angular distributions

The angular distribution of radiation emitted by oriented
nuclei can be described by the function [34]

W (θ ) = 1 + f
∑

λ

BλUλAλQλPλ (cos θ ). (5)

Here f represents the fraction of nuclei that experience the
full orienting hyperfine interaction μBtot (with μ the nuclear
magnetic moment and Btot the total magnetic field the nuclei
experience; see Sec. II E), while it is supposed that the rest,
(1 − f ), experiences no interaction at all. Bλ are the nuclear
orientation parameters which depend on μ and Btot, but
also on the temperature of the sample T , the initial spin I ,
the half-life, and the relaxation constant CK of the oriented
state. The Uλ are deorientation coefficients which account for
the effect of unobserved intermediate radiations, while Aλ

are the directional distribution coefficients which depend on
the properties of the observed radiation itself. Finally, Qλ are
solid angle correction factors and Pλ(cos θ ) are the Legendre
polynomials. The angle θ is measured with respect to the
orientation axis.

For γ rays only λ even terms occur. For allowed β decays
only the λ = 1 term is present and Eq. (5) transforms to

W (θ ) = 1 + f
v

c
ÃPQ1 cos θ, (6)

where v/c is the β-particle velocity relative to the speed of
light, Ã is as defined in Eq. (3), and P is the degree of nuclear
polarization. Note that the product v

c
ÃP is equal to B1A1 in

Eq. (5).
Experimentally, the angular distribution is obtained as

W (θ ) = Ncold(θ )

Nwarm(θ )
, (7)

with Ncold,warm(θ ) the count rates when the sample is “cold”
(about 10 mK; oriented nuclei) or “warm” (about 1 K;
unoriented nuclei). Such a ratio is then constructed for each
detector.

In on-line experiments, where the count rates vary with
beam intensity, it is customary to construct a double ratio,
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combining count rates in two different detectors to eliminate
effects of beam intensity fluctuations and avoid the need to
correct for the decay of the isotope. In the present work the
double ratio

R = W (15◦)

W (165◦)
=

[
N(15◦)
N(165◦)

]
cold[

N(15◦)
N(165◦)

]
warm

(8)

was used for the β particles of 68Cu.
For the β-asymmetry measurement of 67Cu, and for the

temperature determination with 57Co, no double ratios were
necessary as these isotopes were not produced on-line and
their half-lives are known with sufficient precision to be taken
into account in the data analysis.

E. Total magnetic field

In LTNO experiments the total magnetic field that the nuclei
feel when implanted into a ferromagnetic host foil has three
components,

Btot = Bhf + Bapp(1 + K) − Bdem, (9)

with Bhf the hyperfine magnetic field, Bapp the externally
applied magnetic field, Bdem the demagnetization field, and
K the Knight shift. In all measurements the external field
was set to 0.100(2) T. The hyperfine field of dilute Cu
impurities in Fe was recently determined to be −21.794(10) T
[35]. The demagnetization field for our foil was calculated
to be 0.018(4) T [36], with a 20% error to account for the
approximations made when deriving the analytical formulas
of the demagnetization field. The Knight shift for copper in
iron has never been determined at low temperatures, but a
conservative upper limit of 5% corresponds to a 0.005 T
systematic uncertainty on the total magnetic field [35].
The total field the nuclei experience then amounts to
Btot = −21.712(12) T.

F. Thermometry

The temperature of the oriented sample was maintained
in the region between 8 and about 60 mK and measured by
monitoring the intensity of the 136 keV γ line of a 57CoFe
nuclear orientation thermometer [37] soldered onto the back
side of the sample holder, with two large-volume γ -HPGe
detectors installed outside of the refrigerator. The 57Co activity
had been diffused into an iron foil similar to the sample foil
and prepared in the same way. Calibration of this 57CoFe
thermometer against a 60CoCo single-crystal thermometer
resulted in a fraction of 94.3(4)% of the 57Co nuclei feeling
the full orienting hyperfine field in the foil.

G. Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation

Owing to its short half-life of 31 s, the 68Cu had to
be implanted continuously and the anisotropy observed in
on-line conditions. As a consequence the value for the
nuclear polarization P = −√

(I + 1)/(3I )B1 results from an
equilibrium between implantation of unoriented (warm) nuclei
and the decay of (partially) relaxed nuclei that may or may not
yet have reached thermal equilibrium (i.e., the full orientation

TABLE I. Calculated values of CK for all Cu isotopes studied
here, using Eq. (10) and the CK value measured previously for 62Cu.
The uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty of the measured
CK value for 62Cu. All magnetic moment values are from Ref. [23].

62Cu 67Cu 68Cu 68mCu

μ (μN) 0.3809(12) 2.5142(6) 2.3933(6) 1.1548(6)
I (�) 1 3/2 1 6
Tint (mK)a 3.0 13.3 19.0 1.5
CK (s K) 4.34(25)b 0.225(13) 0.110(6) 17.0(10)

aUsing the hyperfine field for Cu in an Fe host from [35] and Eq. (11).
bFrom Ref. [40].

corresponding to the sample temperature). This nuclear spin-
lattice relaxation effect needs to be taken into account when
the half-life and the relaxation time are of the same order
of magnitude. For the case of a dominant magnetic-dipole
relaxation mechanism, as applies to 3d-element impurities in
an Fe host [38], the so-called Korringa constant, CK , describes
the relaxation process. Further, if CK is known for one isotope
of a given element in a specific host material, it can be
calculated for the other isotopes using the relation [39]

μ2CK

I 2
= const. (10)

CK has been measured in the past for two other Cu isotopes,
i.e., 62Cu [40] and 63Cu [41], in iron and at Bext = 0.1 T.
The former measurement used the technique of LTNO at mK
temperatures while the latter was a spin-echo experiment at
4.2 K. To estimate the CK of the isotopes of interest in this
work we use the result of the 62Cu measurement, because
the experimental conditions were very similar to ours. The
spins, magnetic moments, and measured or calculated CK

values for the different Cu isotopes studied here are listed in
Table I. In conventional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) at
lattice temperatures T � 1 K, spin-lattice relaxation leads to
an exponential time dependence of the signal and a relaxation
time T1 can be defined unambiguously. Such experiments
are always performed in the high-temperature limit, i.e.,
T � ITint with the interaction temperature Tint given by the
nuclear level splitting,

Tint = |μBtot/kBI | (11)

(with kB the Boltzmann constant), so that for metallic samples
the Korringa law, i.e., CK = T1T , is then valid.

The relaxation behavior probed via the B1 orientation
parameter in the β decay of 67,68Cu is the same as in
conventional NMR. However, because Tint(68CuFe) = 19 mK
and our data were taken at temperatures between about
18 and 8 mK, the low-temperature limit, T � ITint, now
applies. Experimentally, it was observed [42] that the angular
distribution in this case, to first order, still has a single
exponential behavior that can be characterized by a constant
“relaxation” time, Tμ. This Tμ provides a good estimate of
the time required to reach thermal equilibrium and is given by
Tμ = CK/ITint. Under these conditions the parameter CK is
called the “relaxation constant” to avoid the impression that
the Korringa law has been assumed in the data analysis.
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FIG. 4. The β spectrum of 67Cu as observed by the left particle
detector. The very weak γ line at 692.4 keV is from the 57Co
thermometer, while the large peak at the end of the spectrum is the
pulser peak.

In the low-temperature limit one calculates Tμ � 6 s for
68CuFe which is of the same order of magnitude as the half-life
of 31 s, so that relaxation effects (modifying the B1 parameter)
have to be taken into account in fitting the β anisotropy for
68Cu (see Sec. V A).

For 67CuFe, the factor ITint = 20 mK corresponds to
Tμ � 11 s. However, as the 67Cu measurement was performed
off-line, relaxation phenomena were only an issue when the
sample temperature was changed during the measurement. As
data were collected throughout the experiment in 300-s bins,
neglecting the first bin after a change in sample temperature
ensured that relaxation effects did not play a role in the analysis
of the data for 67Cu.

III. DATA TAKING

A. β spectrum of 67Cu and beam purity

The observed β spectrum of 67Cu is shown in Fig. 4. The
peak at the end of the spectrum is from the pulser that was used
to monitor the dead time of the data-acquisition system. Its
high-energy tail is the result of detector event pileup. Because
of the rather long half-life of 67Cu the measurements with
this isotope were performed in semi-on-line mode, meaning
that a 67Cu sample was collected by implanting the ISOLDE
beam in the iron sample foil for several hours, after which
the beam line was closed and measurements were started. To
extract the asymmetry parameter for the 3/2− → 5/2− pure
GT β transition of 67Cu, only the upper part of the spectrum,
i.e., between 469 and 562 keV, was considered. This region
does not contain events from the other β branches with lower
end-point energy (see Fig. 1). The region between 410 and
469 keV, which also contains counts from the second most
energetic β branch, was analyzed as well (see Sec. VI C).

The very weak γ line at 692.4 keV (Fig. 4) is from the
decay of the 57Co nuclear thermometer and does not disturb
the β-asymmetry measurement. Possible contamination from
67Ga (t1/2 = 78.3 h) in the beam was not important because
67Ga decays purely by electron capture and has no intense γ
rays in its decay that could contaminate the β spectrum in the
region of interest (see Fig. 1).
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FIG. 5. The β spectrum of 68Cu as observed by the right particle
detector. The 511-keV annihilation peak is from the β+ decay of
68Ga. Above the high-energy end of the spectrum the pulser peak is
visible.

B. β spectrum of 68Cu and beam purity

The β spectrum of 68Cu is shown in Fig. 5. Owing to the
short half-life a full on-line measurement was necessary for
this isotope. In this case ions were continuously implanted
into the iron foil while performing the measurement. The
anisotropy of the β branch with the largest end-point energy
was used to obtain the fraction f of Cu nuclei experiencing
the full orienting magnetic field via Eq. (6). As both 67Cu and
68Cu were implanted at low dose (i.e., well below 5 × 1013

atoms/cm2) and at low temperature, a large fraction of atoms
is expected to occupy good lattice sites with no damage to the
iron foil (i.e., change of the fraction) during the implantations
[43–46]. As both isotopes were, moreover, implanted into
the same iron foil, the fraction obtained for 68Cu is valid
for 67Cu as well. As the second most energetic β branch
of 68Cu has an end-point energy 1078 keV lower than the
most energetic one, the region of interest for analysis could be
restricted to the upper β branch (i.e., from 3.39 to 4.44 MeV)
without a significant loss of statistics. Further, owing to the
high end-point energy of 4.44 MeV the region of interest is
completely free of events coming from other isotopes.

The amount of 68Ga contamination (t1/2 = 67.6 min) in the
beam was estimated from observed β spectra when no 68Cu
was present in the system, i.e., after the beam was stopped,
and was found to be approximately the same intensity as 68Cu.
However, owing to its low β-end-point energy of 1.9 MeV it
did not disturb the measurement on the highest-energetic β
branch of 68Cu.

The amount of the metastable 68mCu [47] in the beam
was estimated from the intensity of the 526-keV γ line and
found to be around 10%. With a half-life of 3.75 min and
a magnetic moment of 1.1548(6) μN [23] this isotope also
becomes oriented. It further decays mainly (branching ratio of
86%) via an internal transition to the 68Cu ground state. The
effect of this is discussed in Sec. V B. The remaining 16%
decay via β− decays that feed the higher-lying excited states
in 68Zn and have β-end-point energies below 2.8 MeV. This is
well below the region of interest (i.e., from 3.39 to 4.44 MeV)
for the determination of the fraction f of 68Cu at good lattice
sites.
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FIG. 6. Anisotropy of the 136-keV γ line of the 57Co thermometer
[count rate normalized to isotropic “warm” data, Eq. (7)] during the
67Cu measurement, showing the six “cold” and three “warm” data
sets. Every data point represents a measurement time of 300 s.

C. Data-taking sequence

The experimental campaign started with a temperature
test followed by the on-line measurement of 68Cu, which
consisted of one cooling cycle with four different temperature
points. After that the 67Cu sample was collected. The off-line
measurements with this isotope included two cooling cycles
with data being collected at six temperatures where the nuclei
were oriented and three measurement periods with isotropic
emission (unoriented nuclei). The temperature for each 300-s
measurement was determined from the anisotropy of the
136-keV γ ray of the 57Co nuclear thermometer. Figure 6
shows the anisotropy of this γ line during the measurements
with 67Cu.

D. Further steps

After identifying time periods with constant temperature
the experimental spectra recorded at each temperature were
summed. The regions of interest for analysis were divided into
several energy bins to check for possible energy-dependent
effects in the analysis. The integrals of the summed experi-
mental spectra in these different energy bins (providing Ncold

for different temperatures, and Nwarm) were corrected for dead
time, pileup, and total measurement time, as well as for the
decay of 67Cu during the measurement. The dead time was
deduced from the intensity of the pulser peak and its tail, while
the pileup magnitude (see Sec. VI B 3) was obtained from the
pulser tail-to-peak ratio.

IV. SIMULATIONS

In the analysis extensive use was made of the GEANT4-based
Monte Carlo code [48] that was developed specifically for this
type of experiment [33,49] and which was modified for the
geometry of the NICOLE LTNO setup. A detailed description
of the setup, as well as of the magnetic field generated by
the split-coil superconducting magnet around the sample, was
implemented in the code. The field map was provided by the
magnet manufacturer, Oxford Instruments.

TABLE II. The simulated β branches for 67Cu [24] and 68Cu
[25]. End-point energies (E0), relative intensities (Int.) and the Ã

parameters are shown. The uncertainties on the β branch intensities
of 67Cu are based on the corresponding γ intensities.

68Cu 67Cu

E0 (MeV) Int. (%) Ã E0 (keV) Int. (%) Ã

4.44 33(4) −1.0 561.7 20.0(3) 0.6
3.36 38(4) 0.5 468.4 21.8(3) −1.0
2.10 16.0(12) 0.5 377.1 57.1(3) 0.0a

aUnknown F/GT mixing ratio, no anisotropy simulated.

As in previous work [15,16], the main role of the simulation
code was to account for the effects of electron (back)scattering
in the sample foil, on the detectors, and the environment, as
well as to deal with the influence of the external magnetic
field on the electron trajectories. It thus provides a value for
Q̃ = v

c
Q1 cos θ [see Eq. (6)] for each temperature point.

GEANT4 has built-in modules to handle the decay of
radioactive isotopes which include the full decay scheme.
However, our simulation code had to be used outside this
framework; therefore, only the three most intense β branches
together with their accompanying γ rays (see Table II) were
included in the simulations. The other β branches did not affect
the respective regions of interest and were therefore omitted.
Emission asymmetries of γ rays were not included either as
these also do not affect the region of interest in the β spectra.
The least energetic of the three β branches considered for 67Cu
has an unknown Ã coefficient (the Fermi/GT mixing ratio is
not known) and was therefore simulated isotropically.

Detailed models of the HPGe particle detectors were
implemented and verified by test measurements [33,50]. The
reliability of the simulations was further verified by comparing
experimental and simulated isotropic data for both 67Cu and
68Cu. For the former, we find agreement between experiment
and simulations to better than 3%–4% over the energy region
between 300 keV and the end point at 562 keV (Fig. 7), and
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FIG. 7. Difference between the experimental and simulated
isotropic spectrum of 67Cu (left detector), normalized to the experi-
mental spectrum. The region of interest is between 470 and 560 keV,
where χ 2

red = 1.24 for 91 degrees of freedom.
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a χ2
red = 1.24 for 91 degrees of freedom for the region of

interest, i.e., between 470 and 560 keV. For 68Cu the agreement
between experiment and simulation is somewhat worse but still
better than about 5% everywhere from 2.00 MeV up to about
0.20 MeV from the end point where pileup events start to
dominate.

Simulations for the anisotropic (“cold”) data were
performed for each of the six temperature sets, with the
corresponding degree of nuclear polarization and the standard-
model value for the β-asymmetry parameter as input values.
The value for the fraction of nuclei at good lattice sites was also
incorporated at this stage. Spectra for the nuclear thermometer
57Co were simulated as well and added to the histograms of
67Cu. For 68Cu the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation was also
taken into account (see Sec. V A). Histograms were then
constructed from the simulated data, with the experimentally
determined dead time and detector pulse pileup taken into
account

V. 68Cu ANALYSIS

A. Fraction determination

Analysis of the β spectra for 68Cu revealed a significant
number of events close to and beyond the β end point as a result
of detector event pileup owing to the high count rate (several
kHz) during the measurement. This significantly reduced the
signal-to-noise ratio near the β end point, leading us to limit
the region of interest (ROI) for analysis to 3400–4000 keV. For
this energy region comparison of experimental and simulated
isotropic (“warm”) spectra revealed a χ2

red = 0.97 for 251
degrees of freedom. This ROI was then divided into six energy
bins, each 100 keV wide, and experimental double ratios R
[see Eq. (8)] were determined for each energy bin and for each
temperature point,

R = W (15◦)

W (165◦)
= 1 + f ÃB1(T ,CK )Q̃(15◦)

1 + f ÃB1(T ,CK )Q̃(165◦)
(12)

(see Fig. 8).
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FIG. 8. Fit of the fraction f to the double ratio R [Eq. (8)]
determined at different temperatures, for the energy range of 3600–
3700 keV. The fit resulted in f = 1.002(4) with χ2

red = 1.1 for 4
degrees of freedom. The fit function is not continuous because of the
different values of Q̃ at different temperature points.

It has been demonstrated with 62Cu [40] that a simulta-
neous fit of the fraction f and the relaxation constant CK

(see Sec. II G) to the anisotropy curve is possible. Being
independent of temperature, the parameter f determines only
the size of the anisotropy effect R, while B1 is temperature
dependent and therefore also determines the shape of the
anisotropy R versus temperature. The calculation of B1 takes
into account the fact that upon implantation the nuclei are not
oriented. In the time following the implantation they relax to
thermal equilibrium with the cold lattice, with the size of B1

being determined by a competition between nuclear decay and
spin-lattice relaxation. To take into account the effect of the
spin-lattice relaxation (i.e., CK ) in Eq. (12) the orientation
parameter B1 was expressed as B1(sec) = ρ1B1(th), with ρ1

the ratio of the observed orientation parameter for the nuclear
ensemble when in secular equilibrium (i.e., still relaxing)
and the thermal equilibrium orientation parameter B1(th). The
ρ1 attenuation coefficients were determined according to the
procedure outlined in Ref. [51] (see also Ref. [39]) and taking
into account the observed temperature for each individual data
point.

In fitting the experimental data we used μ(68Cu) =
2.3933(6) μN (Table I) and Btot = −21.712(12) T (see
Sec. II E). The Q̃ factor was obtained for each bin
and for each temperature point using GEANT4 simulations,
its value ranging from 0.86 to 0.95. The standard-model
value of the β-asymmetry parameter of 68Cu, based on the
spin sequence only, is ASM = −1. However, higher-order
corrections (see Sec. VII for details) modify this value to
−0.9900(12), determined at 3700 keV. The energy dependence
of these corrections (a 0.15% change over the entire energy
range of the ROI) was incorporated in the fit procedure.

Two-parameter fits for f and CK to the double ratio R were
performed for all six energy bins in the region between 3400
and 4000 keV. The weighted average of the results obtained for
the Korringa relaxation constant yielded CK = 0.114(29) sK.
As the two fit parameters are correlated, their respective
uncertainties are significantly larger than expected from the
available statistics. Because the fitted value of CK is in perfect
agreement with the value of 0.110(6) sK calculated for 68Cu
on the basis of the value previously measured for 62Cu in an Fe
host (see Table I), CK was subsequently fixed to 0.110(6) sK
and only the fraction f fitted (Fig. 8).

The sensitivity of the β-asymmetry parameter Ã to possible
tensor currents in the decay of 68Cu is relatively small owing
to the high-energy region used for analysis; see Eq. (4).
Nevertheless, this sensitivity can be taken into account by
using the notation Ã = ASMT68; see Eqs. (3) and (4) for
the expression for T68. Inserting this expression for Ã into
Eq. (12) it becomes clear that a fit of the fraction f essentially
determines f̃ = f T68. This does not pose a problem, as the
factor T68 can be propagated to the final result obtained with
67Cu; see Sec. VI A.

The results of the fit for the fraction f̃ for each of the
100-keV-wide energy bins are shown in Fig. 9, with their
statistical error bars increased by a factor of

√
χ2

red if χ2
red > 1.

The final value for the fraction was determined as the weighted
average in the energy region from 3400 to 4000 keV, yielding
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FIG. 9. Results of the fit of the fraction f̃ to the experimental
double ratio R in the different energy regions. The weighted average
for the total region from 3400 to 4000 keV is 1.0003(26), which is
indicated by the dashed line and the gray band.

f̃ = 1.0003(26), where the error is purely statistical. The
observed energy dependence mainly stems from the Q̃ factors
obtained by GEANT4 simulations, and is discussed in detail in
the following section together with the other systematic errors.

B. Error analysis for the fraction

The systematic errors related to the determination of the
fraction f of nuclei at good lattice sites (i.e., feeling the
full orienting interaction) are summarized in Table III and
discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

1. Relaxation

The approximately 5% relative uncertainty related to the
calculated value CK = 0.110(6) used in fitting the 68Cu data
induces a 0.0072 systematic error on the fraction.

2. Effective detector thickness

The thickness of the sensitive area of the planar HPGe β
detectors is determined as the total physical thickness of the
detector (well known) minus the thickness of the rear dead
layer which is estimated to be between 0.7 and 0.9 mm [31].
Simulations were performed to check whether this influences
the value of the fraction. No effect outside the statistical

TABLE III. Contributions to the systematic uncertainty of the
fraction determination from the decay of 68Cu.

Effect Value

Relaxation constant CK 0.0072
Effective detector thickness 0.0026
68mCu isomeric state –
Thermometry 0.0028
μB of 68Cu 0.0003
GEANT4 0.0100
Recoil corrections (Sec. VII) 0.0012

Total 0.0130

error bar (0.0026) of these simulations was found. Note that
this effect is only relevant when dealing with high-energy
electrons which require the full thickness of the detector to be
stopped. Consequently, the results for 67Cu, with less-energetic
β particles than 68Cu, are not affected.

3. Orientation of the 68mCu isomeric state

As mentioned before, the 721-keV isomeric state of 68Cu
was also present in the beam, with an estimated relative
intensity of 10%. Its relatively long half-life of 3.75 min and
magnetic moment of 1.1548(6) μN [23] cause these nuclei to
become oriented as well. Because 68mCu decays with a 86%
branching ratio via a γ cascade to the ground state, this induces
a slight orientation for the 68Cu nuclei in the sample that were
produced by the decay of 68mCu (note that the directly im-
planted 68Cu nuclei are initially not oriented). However, owing
to the interplay of the small interaction temperature (Tint =
1.5 mK) and large relaxation constant [CK = 17.0(10) sK,
see Table I] of 68mCu, the value of the B1 parameter remains
below 0.1 even for the lowest temperature of 8 mK (i.e.,
for the largest degree of orientation). This small induced
orientation in the ground state of 68Cu is further reduced by
the deorientation coefficient U1 [Eq. (5)], which takes into
account the γ cascade connecting the ground states of 68mCu
and 68Cu and which has to be inserted into Eq. (6) in this
case. Because the M1/E2 mixing ratios of these γ transitions
are not known, we use a worst-case scenario, i.e., assuming
mixing ratios such as to produce the largest possible values.
In that case the deorientation coefficient is calculated to be
U1 = 0.0053, which, in combination with the calculated B1

value, yields induced β anisotropies for 68Cu below 0.04%,
which is negligible at the present level of precision.

4. Thermometry

Statistical errors related to the temperature determination
were included in the fit (horizontal error bars in Fig. 8).
Systematic effects are discussed in Sec. VI B 2 and induce
a 0.0028 systematic error on the fraction.

5. Hyperfine interaction μB

The error on the hyperfine interaction experienced by the
68Cu nuclei has two components. One is from the nuclear
magnetic moment μ; the other is from the hyperfine field of
Cu impurities in the iron host. The relative error on the latter
is larger and therefore dominates the total systematic error of
0.0003 from μB on the fraction.

6. GEANT4

It was already observed in previous measurements that the
differences between simulated and experimental spectra of
relatively high-energy electrons (e.g., the β spectrum of 90Y)
are slightly larger than for low-energy electrons (e.g., the β
spectrum of 85Kr) [33]. This leads us to associate the apparent
energy dependence of the fraction determination (see Fig. 9)
with remaining deficiencies of the GEANT4 simulations for β
particles with energies in the MeV region. As the two extreme
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values in Fig. 9 both differ about 0.01 from the average value,
an additional 0.01 systematic error was assigned to this effect.

7. Other effects and result for the fraction

The fact that R is a double ratio assures that the majority
of all temperature-independent systematic effects are greatly
reduced or even cancel. Among these are geometrical un-
certainties, such as the detector positions, together with the
uncertainty related to the position of the implanted 68Cu nuclei
in the Fe foil (see Sec. VI B 1). Other remaining systematic
effects were accounted for by increasing the error bars on the
fit results for the fraction by the factor

√
χ2

red (its value ranging
from 0.7 to 3.9) for the measurements performed at different
temperatures.

Combining then the systematic and statistical uncertainties,
one arrives at f̃ = 1.0003(26)stat(130)syst.

VI. 67Cu ANALYSIS

To be able to check for possible energy-dependent system-
atic effects in the analysis of the data taken with 67Cu, the ROI
was also divided into several energy bins. Analysis showed
that, similar to the case of 68Cu, the ROI had to be reduced
to 470–510 keV because of a significant number of detector
pileup events near the β end point. The lower edge of the ROI
is limited by the presence of another β branch with end-point
energy E0 = 469 keV (see Fig. 1 and Table II). The energy
region between 410 and 469 keV has been analyzed as well,
but the precision obtained in this case is worse owing to the
presence of counts from the other β branch. This is discussed
in detail in Sec. VI C.

A. Extraction of the β-asymmetry parameter

Having obtained both the experimental and the simulated
integrals (Ncold,warm) for all energy bins, the ratio

W exp − 1

W sim − 1
= f B1ÃQ̃

f B1ASMQ̃
(13)

can be calculated for every bin and for each sample tempera-
ture. Assuming that the GEANT4 simulations duly account for
the “geometrical” factors Q̃, they cancel in this ratio. Note that
the simulations used the values of the orientation coefficients
B1 corresponding to the sample temperatures determined with
the 57Co nuclear thermometer (see Sec. II F). Further, the
fraction that was obtained from the asymmetry measurement
with 68Cu was, in fact, f̃ ≡ f T68 (see Sec. V A). Writing
Ã67 = ASM,67T67, similar to the case of 68Cu, Eq. (13) for 67Cu
determines, in fact, the ratio of the tensor current contributions
of the two isotopes:

W exp − 1

W sim − 1
= f B1Ã67Q̃

f T68B1ASM,67Q̃
= T67

T68
. (14)

For ease of notation we further denote this ratio as Ã/ASM. This
ratio is constructed for the different energy bins considered
in the experiment with 67Cu. When changing over from
measuring 68Cu to 67Cu we unfortunately lost electrical contact

to the right β detector. The 67Cu analysis therefore includes
only data from the left β detector.

An overview of the values obtained for Ã/ASM in 20-keV-
wide energy bins in the region from 410 to 510 keV, and for
the different temperatures (viz. degrees of nuclear orientation),
is given in Fig. 10. The weighted averages for the energy
regions from 470 to 510 keV (including only counts from
the highest energetic branch) and from 410 to 470 keV (with
counts from the two highest Qβ branches) are also shown. As
can be seen, the weighted averages for both energy regions
are always in good agreement, indicating the good quality
of the GEANT4 simulations of the β spectra over the entire
energy region considered here. Indeed, many of the effects
GEANT4 has to take into account are energy dependent so that
their improper treatment in the simulations would cause an
energy dependence of Ã/ASM. Also, no temperature or time
dependence of Ã/ASM was observed.

To obtain a final value of Ã/ASM in the energy region with
only one β branch (i.e., from 470 to 510 keV), only a single
40-keV-wide energy bin was constructed. The ratio Ã/ASM

was then determined as the weighted average of the values
obtained at the different temperatures, yielding 0.9709(27),
where the error is purely statistical. This still needs to be
increased by a factor of

√
χ2

red = 3.6 (see Sec. VI B 7 for
details), finally arriving at a value of 0.971(10)stat.

B. Error analysis

The systematic errors associated with the ratio Ã/ASM for
67Cu are summarized in Table IV and discussed in the rest of
this section.

1. Beam-spot position

In this experiment the radioactive ions from ISOLDE
were implanted into a cold sample foil that was soldered
onto the copper sample holder. However, it was noticed in
previous experiments that the resulting radioactive beam spot
is not perfectly centered on the surface of the sample holder.

TABLE IV. Systematic error budget of the ratio Ã/ASM measured
in the decay of 67Cu.

Effect Value

Beam-spot position 0.0027
Thermometrya 0.0087
Pileup 0.0028
Half-life of 67Cu 0.0068
Geometry 0.0032
Hyperfine interaction μBb 0.0006
Recoil corrections (Sec. VII) 0.0002
Fraction from 68Cuc 0.0130

Total 0.0178

aLinear sum of the thermometry-related uncertainties of both
isotopes.
bLinear sum of the uncertainties related to the hyperfine interaction
of both isotopes.
cThis contains the statistical error, but not the error related to
thermometry.
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FIG. 10. Ratio Ã/ASM as a function of energy in 20-keV-wide energy bins for the different sample temperatures. Weighted averages are
shown as horizontal lines (with the gray bands indicating the 1σ error bar) in the regions from 410 to 470 keV and from 470 to 510 keV. The
energy region between 410 and 470 keV also contains events from the second most energetic β branch in the decay of 67Cu (see Fig. 1 and
Table II). No temperature or time-dependent effects are observed (the temperature points are ordered chronologically).

Consequently, the right and left detectors have different count
rates even when the nuclei are not oriented. To take this into
account in the simulations the position of the implantation spot
was verified in an additional auxiliary measurement with an
adhesive tape mounted on the sample holder. The NICOLE
setup was cooled to 77 K to achieve experimental conditions
and a stable beam of 85Rb was then implanted for 5 h with a
beam current of approximately 8 nA. After the implantation a
discolored spot was visible on the tape, clearly indicating the
position of the beam spot with respect to the sample holder.
Two different methods to measure the position of this spot
yielded values of 0.85 and 1.1 mm for the offset toward the
right detector. To assess the effect of the beam-spot position
on the final result, all simulations were performed for both
offset values and their average was then used. As all results
agreed with each other within the statistical error of 0.0027 of
the simulations, the latter value was used for the systematic
uncertainty related to the beam-spot position.

For the fraction f obtained from the 68Cu data, the exact
beam-spot position does not cause a significant change. This
is expected because the usage of the double ratios R [Eq. (8)]
reduces any effect of the beam spot not being centered
to a second-order effect, which is, in this case, negligible.
Nevertheless, the analysis was still performed with simulated
values of the Q̃ factors for both beam-spot offset values, with
the average then being used as a final result.

2. Thermometry

The distance between the 57CoFe nuclear thermometer
and the HPGe γ detectors to measure the temperature was
determined with a 1-mm precision, which also includes the
uncertainty of the position of the nuclear thermometer within
the setup. This induces a 0.04-mK systematic error on the
temperature determination. Further, the fraction of the 57Co
nuclei in the nuclear orientation thermometer that feel the full
orienting interaction, which was determined to be 0.943(4)
(see Sec. II F), induces a 0.07-mK error in the temperature
determination. These errors are identical in the analysis of both
68Cu and 67Cu, and the final uncertainties were propagated
accordingly.

In the analysis of the 67Cu data the statistical error on the
temperature was added quadratically to the statistical error of
the simulated asymmetry and was thus taken into account in
the fit via the y-axis error bar.

3. Pileup and dead time

The relatively high count rate of several kHz during the
experiment caused non-negligible pileup and dead time in the
electronics chains. The dead time of the system was monitored
with a precision pulser signal fed to the preamplifiers. The
variation in the pileup magnitude was determined from the
ratio of the number of counts in the pulser peak to the number
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of counts in the tail at its right-hand side, which contains the
events that piled up with the pulser peak (Fig. 4). The value
of this tail-to-peak ratio at the beginning of the measurement
was around 6%, and it decreased down to about 3% together
with the decrease of the 67Cu intensity.

During the generation of the simulated spectra, the pileup
probability for two events in the β spectrum is taken to
be proportional to the experimental pulser tail-to-peak ratio.
This proportionality factor cannot be calculated based on first
principles, because (i) the tail of the pulser peak was not fully
contained within the recorded spectra and (ii) the β-particle
count rate and the pulser rate were not the same, etc. Therefore,
this factor was determined by searching for the best match
between simulated and experimental warm data, yielding the
values of 4.98, 4.99, and 4.98 for the three warm spectra. Their
average value of 4.98 was then applied to all warm and cold
simulated data.

To estimate the systematic error related to the pileup cor-
rection, the proportionality factor was varied by 10%, in both
directions, when simulating isotropic (warm) and anisotropic
(cold) spectra. Such a large variation in the proportionality
factor leads to a disagreement between experiment and
simulation which is clearly distinguishable by eye and yields
a generous 0.0028 systematic uncertainty on the Ã/ASM ratio.

For the case of 68Cu the amount of pileup (again extracted
from the pulser tail-to-peak ratio) was highest in the warm data,
indicating that this effect reduces the observed anisotropy. As
the ROI was reduced to the energy range between 3400 and
4000 keV, the uncertainties related to pileup were absorbed
in the apparent energy dependence of the fraction (see
Sec. V B 6).

4. Half-life of 67Cu

The experimental spectra of 67Cu had to be corrected for
the half-life of this isotope. The literature value is T1/2 =
61.83(12) h [24], and this uncertainty induces a 0.0011
systematic error on the ratio Ã/ASM.

The half-life can also be obtained from an exponential fit to
the three groups of isotropic (warm) data taken throughout
our measuring campaign (see Fig. 6), resulting in T1/2 =
61.07(12) h. GEANT4 simulations indicate that this difference
is dominated by pileup. Indeed, with the source intensity
decreasing, the amount of pileup (being proportional to the
square of the number of counts) decreases at a faster rate,
leading to a seemingly lower value for the half-life. The
difference between the two values induces a systematic shift
of 0.0067 in the ratio Ã/ASM, which is used as a systematic
error related to the half-life.

The final value for the uncertainty related to the half-life of
67Cu is then obtained as the square sum of this uncertainty and
the uncertainty on the half-life value itself, leading to 0.0068.

5. Geometry

The geometrical uncertainties related to the experimental
setup (e.g., detector position) also induce systematic errors
on the simulated spectra of 67Cu. Varying the position of
the detectors within their uncertainties, a systematic error of
0.0032 can be assigned to the ratio Ã/ASM.

6. Hyperfine interaction μB

The uncertainties related to the magnetic moment μ and
the total magnetic field B yield a total systematic error of
0.0003 on the ratio Ã/ASM. Further, similar to the case of
68Cu, the error on the hyperfine interaction experienced by
the 67Cu nuclei is dominated by the uncertainty related to the
total magnetic field (see Sec. II E). The corresponding errors
were therefore propagated by considering them to be fully
correlated, yielding a total systematic error of 0.0006.

7. Quality of GEANT4 simulations

Previous studies [33] concerning the HPGe β detectors used
in this experiment indicate that the difference between simu-
lated and experimental spectra should not exceed the level of a
few percent. The relatively low end-point energy of 561.7 keV
is comparable to the case of 85Kr from Ref. [33]. The findings
of Ref. [33] indicate that at this level of precision the effect of
the different GEANT4 models and simulation parameter values
will be negligible. The simulated spectra of warm (isotropic)
data measured at 1.2 K agree with the experimental spectra
at the level of 2%–3% (see Fig. 7), with an absence of
any systematic trends. Furthermore, results obtained in the
lower energy region (i.e., 410–470 keV) indicate the absence
of an energy dependence of the ratio Ã/ASM (see Fig. 10).
Finally, during the analysis of this experiment, ratios of count
rates obtained for identical geometries (i.e., Ncold/Nwarm) were
constructed, so that many temperature-independent systematic
effects cancel, while others are reduced in size.

However, the observed scatter of the ratio Ã/ASM within
the different temperature groups (Fig. 10) might indicate the
presence of a small difference between simulated and exper-
imental spectra. The statistical uncertainty of the weighted
average for each temperature point was therefore increased
by a factor of

√
χ2

red if χ2
red > 1, which we consider as a

systematic error related to the GEANT4 simulations. As a result,
full separation of “statistical” and “systematic” uncertainties
becomes impossible at this stage.

C. The β-asymmetry parameter in an energy region
with two β branches

During the analysis of the data recorded with 67Cu we
initially restricted ourselves to the relatively narrow energy
region where only the highest end-point-energy β branch is
present. However, with some changes, this analysis can be
extended to lower energy regions where events from the two
most energetic β branches are present. In that case, the ratio
of cold and warm experimental count rates can be written as

W = N1
cold + N2

cold

N1
warm + N2

warm

, (15)

where N1,2 represent the count rates of the two branches.
After some rearranging and by the use of Eqs. (6) and (7), the
expression for W becomes

W = 1 + η + f PQ̃(Ã1 + ηÃ2)

1 + η
, (16)
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TABLE V. Value of the systematic uncertainty of Ã/ASM related
to the branching ratio (B.R. error) in different energy regions.

Energy region (keV) B.R. error

410–430 0.0129
430–450 0.0049
450–470 0.0009

where η = N2
warm/N1

warm and A1,2 are the asymmetry param-
eters of the two branches. Constructing then the ratio of
experiment and simulation, while keeping in mind that the
fraction used in the simulations is, in fact, f T68 (see Sec. V A),
one arrives at

Wexp − 1

Wsim − 1
=

(
A1

SM + ηA2
SM

)
/(1 + η)(

A1
SM + ηA2

SM

)
/(1 + η)

T67

T68
. (17)

Note that the value of the ratio multiplying T67/T68 is equal to
unity. However, the ratio of the warm count rates, η, includes
an uncertainty related to the branching ratios (see Table II)
and is energy dependent via the different count rates for the
two branches in a given energy bin. These uncertainties are
given in Table V. Below 430 keV the uncertainty related to
the branching ratio is already above the 1% level; therefore,
we restrict ourselves to the energy range from 430 to 470 keV.
For a final result again 40-keV-wide bins were constructed
and the value of Ã/ASM was determined for each temperature
point. The weighted average of the values obtained for Ã/ASM

is 0.982(16)stat. The systematic error related to the branching
ratios can be obtained as a linear sum of the relevant values
given in Table V as they are considered to be fully correlated,
while the remaining systematic errors are identical to the ones
discussed in Sec. VI B as they are not energy dependent.
Thus, the final value for this energy region is Ã/ASM =
0.982(16)stat(19)syst.

D. Total systematic error and final results

For the highest-energetic β branch in the decay of 67Cu
(from 470 to 510 keV) the final result is Ã/ASM = 0.971 ±
0.010stat ± 0.018syst = 0.971(20).

Considering the lower energy range (from 430 to 470 keV)
containing events from two β branches, the value of the
ratio Ã/ASM is found to be 0.982 ± 0.016stat ± 0.019syst =
0.982(25).

Because the values obtained in the two energy regions are
in agreement and systematic errors are identical, except for the
small contribution from the branching ratio error (Table V),
a fit to the full energy region ranging from 430 to 510 keV
was performed, leading to the final result Ã/ASM = 0.980 ±
0.014stat ± 19syst = 0.980(23).

VII. STANDARD-MODEL VALUE FOR ASM

The standard-model value of the correlation coefficients is
modified up to the percent level by higher-order corrections.
Considering the recoil corrections in the formalism developed
by Holstein [52], the correlation coefficients in nuclear decay

are expressed as ratios of spectral functions F . Holstein
also provided expressions for the Coulomb corrections to the
spectral functions, which are noted as �F [52]. Furthermore,
including the radiative corrections (�R2 and �R3) as defined
by Yokoo and Morita [53], the β-asymmetry parameter can be
written as [54]

ASM = F4 + F7/3 + �F4 + �F7/3 + �R3

F1 + �F1 + �R2
. (18)

By using the impulse approximation all recoil corrections can
be expressed in terms of the nuclear matrix elements involved
in the decay. For a pure GT decay these are mainly the MGT,
ML, MσL, and M1y matrix elements [55]. The GT matrix
element MGT can be obtained from the relation [55],

g2
AM2

GT � c2 � 2F t0+→0+

(1 + δ′
R)f t

, (19)

with F t0+→0+ = 3071.8(8) s the corrected f t value of the
superallowed 0+ → 0+ transitions [11,56], f t the f t value
of the transition under investigation, and δ′

R the nucleus-
dependent part of the “outer” radiative correction which
depends only on the electron energy and the atomic number Z
of the daughter nucleus. Further, gA is the axial-vector coupling
constant whose value in neutron decay is gA = 1.27. Because
in finite nuclei the value of gA is known to be quenched
(e.g., Refs. [57–59]), we adopt here the conventional choice
of gA = 1. For the case of a retarded GT transition, where
MGT is small, this relation is not accurate enough, and a
shape-correction factor S(Z,W ) needs to be included in the
statistical rate function f . The expression for f then becomes

fexact =
∫ W0

1
pW (W0 − W )2F (Z,W )S(Z,W )dW, (20)

where W (W0) is the total electron (end-point) energy in units
of the electron rest mass mec

2, p is the electron momentum,
F (Z,W ) is the Fermi function, and S(Z,W ) = F1(W )/c2,
where F1(W ) is one of the spectral functions defined by
Holstein [52].

All matrix elements mentioned above can also be computed
using shell-model calculations from the expression

M =
∑
j1,j2

〈f |[a†
j1
aj2

]K |i〉〈j1|OK |j2〉, (21)

where the first factor is the one-body density matrix element
(OBDME), which is the expectation value of the creation and
annihilation operators for j1 and j2 orbitals evaluated in the
many-body initial and final states, |i〉 and |f 〉. The OBDME
depends only on the rank K of the operator being evaluated,
and the ones of interest here all have K = 1. The second factor
is a single-particle matrix element and depends on the operator
but not on the many-body physics included in the initial and
final wave functions.

Shell-model calculations were performed with the
GXPF1A [60] effective interaction in a truncated model space
that allowed at most only one hole in a closed f7/2 orbital.
Because this is not the full pf -shell-model space, the single-
particle energy part of the effective interaction was readjusted
to reproduce the excitation energies of the low-lying levels in
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TABLE VI. Relevant nuclear matrix elements together with
the form factors for the decay of 67Cu and 68Cu. The value of
MGT was obtained experimentally using Eq. (19). The other matrix
elements were calculated within the shell model employing the
GXPF1A interaction, with one hole in the πf7/2 shell. The uncertainty
connected to the values of the matrix elements is based on the spread
observed during the iterative process (see text). The form factors
(with A being the mass of the nucleus) were calculated according to
the impulse approximation described in Ref. [52]. Note that for 68Cu
the spin sequence (1+ → 0+) ensures that the f,g,j2,j3 form factors
are equal to zero. The β-asymmetry parameter ASM is obtained using
Eq. (18) for 67Cu and 68Cu at 470 and 3700 keV, respectively.

67Cu 68Cu

MGT 0.0600(3) 0.102(6)
ML 0.213(37) 0.349(15)
MσL −0.257(22) −0.814(8)
M1y 7.91(41) 1.28(16)
b/Ac 1.13(61) 1.26(14)
d/Ac 4.32(37) 8.06(8)
f/Ac −0.89 0
g/Ac 8.5 × 104 0
h/Ac 1.39(6) × 105 2.47(16) × 104

j2/Ac −1.5 × 105 0
j3/Ac 5.9 × 104 0
ASM 0.5991(2) −0.9900(12)

57Ni in the truncated model space. For 67Cu the computed
MGT value is 0.045, which differs from the experimental
value of 0.060 deduced from Eq. (19) with the statistical rate
function f computed from Eq. (20). Recall, however, that fexact

depends on the shape-correction factor S(Z,W ), which in turn
depends on the shell-model calculated value of MGT. To bring
the shell-model and experimental values of MGT in closer
agreement we slightly adjust the shell-model calculation by
multiplying one of the OBDME in Eq. (21) by a scaling factor,
α. This sets up the following iterative scheme: Adjust one
OBDME, recompute MGT, insert in S(Z,W ), recompute fexact,
and obtain an experimental MGT from Eq. (19). Adjust α until
the shell-model input MGT value agrees with the experimental
output value. There are five OBDMEs with multipolarity
K = 1 that can contribute to MGT; thus, there are five different
ways we can do this adjustment. The other matrix elements,
ML, MσL, and M1y , that depend on the multipolarity K = 1
OBDME will be altered by this adjustment in the OBDME.
The error assigned to these matrix elements in Table VI reflects
the range of results obtained in the five different ways of
performing the adjustment.

The results for the matrix elements obtained for both 67Cu
and 68Cu with this iterative procedure are summarized in
Table VI. The form factors occurring in the spectral functions
F1,4,7(W ) were calculated using the impulse-approximation
formulas of Holstein [52]. In the last line the values for the
β-asymmetry parameter ASM computed from Eq. (18) are
listed. The errors are based on the uncertainties of the matrix
elements listed in Table VI. The relatively large change of
about 1% for the ASM value of 68Cu from the value of −1
when recoil corrections are neglected is attributable to the
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FIG. 11. Limits (90% C.L.) on time-reversal invariant tensor-type
coupling constants CT and C ′

T normalized to the axial-vector coupling
constant CA. The result of this work is shown together with results
from other experiments in nuclear β decay: the aβν measurement
of 6He [61,62], the α-β-ν correlation of 8Li [18], the longitudinal
positron polarization in the decays of 14O and 10C (PF /PGT) [63],
and the Ã measurement of 60Co [16].

high-energy region that is used for analysis. At lower energies
this change becomes significantly smaller (i.e., 0.0012 at
500 keV).

VIII. DISCUSSION

Our experimental result for the β-asymmetry parameter of
67Cu relative to 68Cu, i.e.,

Ã67

ASM,67T68
≡ T67

T68
= 0.980(23), (22)

constitutes one of the most accurate values for the β-
asymmetry parameter in a nuclear transition to date and is
in agreement with the standard-model value of unity within
1σ . Combining this with the standard-model prediction of
0.5991(2) yields Ã = 0.587(14).

To deduce limits on possible charged current weak tensor
couplings, the equation

Ã

ASM
≡ Ã67

ASM,67T68

� 1 +
(

γm

〈E68〉 − γm

〈E67〉
) (

CT + C ′
T

CA

)

� 1 − 0.395
CT + C ′

T

CA

(23)

can be used, where the factor γm/〈E〉 in the ROI is equal to
0.514 for 67Cu (ROI between 430 and 510 keV) and 0.119 for
68Cu (ROI between 3.4 and 4.0 MeV). The limits obtained from
this measurement are thus −0.045 < (CT + C ′

T )/CA < 0.159
(90% C.L.). A comparison of these limits with limits obtained
from other recent precision measurements of correlation
coefficients in nuclear β decay is shown in Fig. 11. As can be
seen, all measurements are consistent with the tensor coupling
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constants CT and C ′
T being equal to zero. Note that when

the full second-order approximation for the tensor current
expression T , given by Eq. (3), is used instead of Eq. (4)
the difference in the obtained limits is smaller than the line
thickness used in Fig. 11.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

A measurement of the β-asymmetry parameter in the
decay of 67Cu was presented. The technique of LTNO was
used in combination with GEANT4 simulations to account
for systematic effects such as electron scattering. An on-line
measurement of the β-asymmetry parameter for 68Cu was also
performed for normalization purposes.

The experiment yielded a value of Ã = 0.587(14), one
of the most precise determinations of the β-asymmetry
parameter in a nuclear transition to date and in agreement with
the standard-model prediction of ASM = 0.5991(2), which
includes recoil, radiative, and Coulomb corrections.

The results were interpreted in terms of possible time-
reversal invariant tensor currents in the weak interaction
Hamiltonian. The limits obtained are competitive with lim-
its from other state-of-the-art correlations measurements in
nuclear β decay.

Comparing the error budgets of this and previous
β-asymmetry parameter measurements that used the LTNO
technique, [15,16] it is clear that, besides some specific effects

which can be reduced under favorable conditions, the main
sources of error are the fraction determination, GEANT4-related
uncertainties, and thermometry. As these effects are inherent
in the present LTNO technology they will be limiting the
accuracy of any future experiment of this type to a level of
around 1%.

Recent reviews [64,65] have shown that low-energy weak
interaction experiments in neutron decay and nuclear β decay
focusing on the Fierz term and aiming for precision at the 10−3

level remain competitive with ongoing searches for new bosons
at the TeV mass scale at the LHC. This pursuit would require
major modifications to the LTNO method as presently used or
application of a different type of method. In this respect we
are setting up a new β spectrometer based on a combination
of energy-sensitive detectors and a multiwire drift chamber
for β particles as described in Refs. [66,67]. In addition,
measurements of the asymmetry parameter using laser optical
pumping to polarize the nuclei are being prepared as well [68].
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